
THE TRUTH
Hundreds of years ago, upon the death of his father,

Arthur Pendragon draws forth the legendary sword from

the stone and officially takes his place as king of a

leaderless Britain. His armies, with the help of his chosen

Knights of the Round Table and the arcane talents of

the wizard Merlin, soon establish an Arthurian kingdom

embodying honor, love, and the knightly virtues. The

mystical Isle of Avalon and its representative, the Lady

of the Lake, validate Arthur’s kingdom by providing him

with Excalibur, a sword of ancient British sovereignty.

Though his throne is secure, Arthur’s court of Camelot

is beset by troubles. His knights grow restless, fighting

and wenching to sate their boredom. Sir Lancelot, his

most revered knight, and Guinevere, the queen consort,

are unable to renounce their secret love for one another.

Arthur’s half-sister, Morgana le Fay, discovers the affair

but is banished from the court, consumed with revenge

and a desire to expose the queen’s secret. 

A vision of a holy chalice inspires the knights to labor

in a glorious quest, providing exploits and adventures

for all who dare seek it. In time, however, the end of

the grail quest and the return of Lancelot bring trouble

back to Camelot. Merlin disappears, having been impris-

oned by his lover and apprentice, Nimue. The queen’s

adultery is exposed, fracturing the court and beginning

the war between Arthur and Lancelot. 

Arthur leaves Camelot in the care of Mordred, son of

Morgana, but the treacherous knight claims both throne

and queen. Arthur returns and slays Mordred, but suffers

a mortal blow. Excalibur is returned to the Lady of the

Lake, and Arthur’s body is borne to Avalon. Someday, the

last knight is told, the “once and future king” will 

return to aid his people in the hour of greatest need.
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Centuries pass, and the legend of King Arthur is no more
than a fairy tale; magic has vanished from the land.
Massively sprawling cities are ruled by corporations with
amoral concerns, paying little heed to the weakened
and privatized governments. Chivalry, valor and honor
are outdated concepts bowing to the almighty credit.
Citizens are defined by their place in the corporate 
hierarchy and the power and possessions such standing
brings. Persons convicted of non-violent crimes work
off their sentences for a corporate benefactor, becoming
wage-slaves without personal possessions and housed in
cramped capsule hotels.

A simple citywide virtual intelligence provides ‘net 
access to all employed citizens and maintains public
works and infrastructure. However, each mega-corporate
district possesses its own complex V.I. for planning,
scheduling and predicting markets even while it 
monitors district traffic, corporate sabotage and illegal
freelancing over a vast network of closed-circuit vids.

Recent vid records contain footage of a naked 
scientist wandering the streets, waving a kitchen knife
and ranting in an unknown language. Private security
quickly subdues and relocates this worker to an 
unknown location. Within hours, a freelance courier
follows in a similar manner. The next day’s flimsy 
reports that a luxcar driver suffered a sudden onset of
identity disorder and crashed his vehicle on Chargeway
1. His wealth keeps him in private care and out of the
Neighborhood, as it does days later for the CEO whom
shareholders claim collapsed after a religious 
experience in the midst of a virtual meeting. 

More weeks pass, and The City shows little outward
change. Workers and corporates still hurry along the
streets to their jobs, while badges monitor the
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public surveillance cameras and follow up on any

crimes they are paid to investigate. Runners still carry

illegal messages too sensitive even for the electro-

magetic waves, delivering them to radical citizens who

long for a return to the days of old and hope to expose

the secrets of the corporate machines and their 

executive assassins. Hackers still dive into the virtual

networks, manipulating data for a mega-corp paycheck

while creating secret ‘back doors’ and customizations of

their own. Scientists still work day and night in heavily

secured laboratories, hoping to pursue their own 

research while appeasing the stockholders.

Yet, change has come, though only a few realize it.

Video footage of inhuman creatures and walking

corpses now appears too often to be dismissed, even by

the most hardheaded badges. Victims of recent mental

trauma vanish from their sickbeds, only to be sighted

later carrying archaic weapons and speaking of honor

and chivalry. In the laboratories, scientists experiment

with strange new energy sources, making former 

impossibilities quite probable indeed. Hackers tentatively

probe the front lines of battle against newly living 

energies and virtual intelligences, and the men and

women who once merely dabbled in the arcane arts are

amazed to find that their spells actually work.

Why did it take me so long to realize this truth? 

Perhaps I was blind, too secure with my warm bed, cheap

fatty foods, and free ‘net access. Years ago, when 

reporters were true journalists who did more than 

forward corporate-scrubbed newspeak to my A.R., 

further questions might have been asked, facts 

correlated, and secrets revealed. Perhaps I would have

learned the truth more quickly - but perhaps not. 
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After all, who would have believed that the forces of
Chaos (what we call magic) have returned to the world?
I still find it hard, even while I know it is true. Though
mankind believed magic vanished since the Middle Ages,
becoming only myth and legend, there can no longer be
any doubt of its existence among us. 

The scientists and their corporate masters, unwitting
servants of Order, claim any magical manifestations are
“fluctuations of energy caused by cosmic radiation 
particles hitting weak areas of the upper atmosphere,”
though most of us just call it “the Flux.”

Sadly, even those who witness the Flux firsthand may
be too easily persuaded (or bought) to believe in a 
seemingly rational explanation. How deeply did I 
question the Flux when it brought my wife back to me,
seemingly whole but for her need of frequent blood 
infusions? I gladly acccepted whatever pseudo-scientific
excuse she offered, and blinded myself to the reality
until it was too late. But now I have seen the truth.

They came to me in the night to take her away. 
Surprisingly gentle, some of them, though they bore the
badge of the Knightwatch. In battle, however, they betray
their nature, wielding the Flux as if born to it. 
She resisted, you see, and for some short time I thought
(hoped?) she would be victorious. But it was not to be.
In the end, all they could do for me was tell me the
truth. It was cold comfort, but it was something. Perhaps
it will be enough.
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“In sound mind and body”

FORWARD TO: 

NECRO-FORENSICS
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